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ABSTRACT: This article analyzes the methodology of calculation of the thermodynamic cycle of 

a vapor compression heat pump installation with a subcooler for heating and hot water supply. As 

a result of this, the temperature change in the heat pump was analyzed and the process of hot 

exchange in the device was calculated. As a result of the research, the hotline change coefficient 

of the device was obtained. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The thermal calculation of the heat pump plant schematic diagram consists in compiling the heat 

balances of all equipment, on the basis of which the heat loads of heat exchangers or heat carrier 

flow rates, inlet and outlet temperatures of refrigerants, heat carriers are established.The 

thermodynamic perfection of a heat pump installation depends on the values of the absolute 

temperatures of the evaporator and condenser, as well as the thermodynamic characteristics of the 

actual cycle of the heat pump. In turn, the perfection of the real cycle is determined by the 

irreversibility of the process of heat transfer and the temperature difference between its source and 

heat sink. 

 

Thus, the main task in calculating the circuit diagram of a heat pump installation is to take into 

account all these factors that affect the heat conversion coefficient of the heat pump. 
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Figure - Schematic diagram of a vapor compression heat pump installation with a precooler 

 

When calculating the schematic diagram of a heat pump installation, the following sequence was 

drawn up: 

 

1. Drawing up a schematic diagram of a heat pump installation. Systems of air and water heating, 

ventilation and air conditioning with heat pumps, as a rule, have three circuits: internal circuit - a 

closed circuit of the working fluid; external or primary circuit - the circuit of the NPT carrier; 

heating circuit - the circuit of the heat carrier of the heat consumer. 

2. Choice of the working agent for the heat pump. The selection of the refrigerant is based on the 

temperature and pressure in the cycle. The best is the refrigerant, the critical region of which is 

farthest from the operating parameters, since approaching this region reduces the heat output and 

increases the energy consumption for compression in the compressor. 

3. The main parameters of the thermodynamic cycle of the heat pump are determined. The 

evaporation temperature of the working fluid is taken depending on the temperature of the low-

potential heat source. It should be 4-5 °C below the source temperature low-grade heat: 

𝑡1 = 𝑡𝑢 = 𝑡НПТ − ∆𝑡𝑢, 

 

where is the temperature of the source of low-potential heat, °C;𝑡НПТ 

∆𝑡𝑢  - temperature head of the evaporator, °С; 

Based on the obtained evaporation temperature, we determine the parameters: 

𝑃1 = 𝑃𝑢 = 𝑓(𝑡1); ℎ1 = ℎ𝑢 = 𝑓(𝑡1); 𝑠1 = 𝑓(𝑡1). 
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The condensation temperature is taken depending on the temperature of the low-potential heat 

source. If the coolant is water, then it is 3-5°С higher than the HCV temperature, and if air, then 

by 5…10°С. 

𝑡1 = 𝑡к = 𝑡пс + ∆𝑡к, 

 

 

where is the temperature of the direct network, °С;𝑡пс 

∆𝑡к  - temperature difference of the condenser, °C; 

According to the condensation temperature on the left boundary curve at point “3”, we determine 

the parameters:𝑃3 = 𝑓(𝑡к); ℎ3 = 𝑓(𝑡к). 
We determine the enthalpy at the end of adiabatic compression:ℎ2𝑎 = 𝑓(𝑃3; 𝑠1). 

Real entropy at point "2":ℎ2 = ℎ1 −
ℎ2𝑎−ℎ1

𝜂2𝑎
. Point "2" is determined by the value of the actual 

enthalpy at the end of the compression process and the condensation pressure of the working fluid. 

In the HPI scheme with a subcooler, it is necessary to determine the parameters of the working 

fluid after the subcooler (point "3*"). According to the given temperature difference in the 

subcooler at the outlet of it, the following condition must be met:∆𝑡пе   

∆𝑡пе  = 𝑡3∗ − 𝑡𝐵2 , 
where is the temperature of the refrigerant after the precooler, °С;𝑡3∗ 

𝑡𝐵2- coolant temperature after the precooler, °C. 

The heat balance of the subcooler has the following form: 

 

𝑐𝑝3(𝑡к − 𝑡3∗) = 𝑐𝐵(𝑡𝐵2 − 𝑡𝐵1), 

where is the heat capacity of the refrigerant at points "3", the heat capacity of water𝑐𝑝3 , 𝑐𝐵 

respectively, kJ/kg K; 

𝑡к- condensation temperature,°C; 

𝑡3∗- temperature of the refrigerant after the pre-cooler,°C; 

𝑡𝐵2  - coolant temperature after precooler,°C; 

𝑡𝐵1- coolant temperature at the subcooler inlet,°C. 

The temperature of the working fluid after the subcooler is determined in the following way: 

 

𝑡3∗ =
𝑐𝑝3 ∙ 𝑡к + 𝑐𝐵(∆𝑡пе  − 𝑡𝐵1)

𝑐𝑝3 + 𝑐𝐵
, 

where is the heat capacity of the refrigerant at points "3", the heat capacity of water, respectively, 

kJ / kgK;𝑐𝑝3 , 𝑐𝐵 

∆𝑡пе  - temperature head of the subcooler,°C; 

𝑡к- condensation temperature,°C; 

𝑡𝐵1- coolant temperature at the subcooler inlet,°C. 

Enthalpy of the working fluid after the subcooler:ℎ3∗ = 𝑓(𝑡3∗;  𝑃к). 

Enthalpy at the inlet to the evaporator:ℎ4 = ℎ3∗  

1. Thermal balance of the condenser: 

 

𝐺хл ∙ (ℎвх.кон
хл − ℎвых,кон

хл ) = 𝐺св ∙ 𝐶𝑝 ∙ (𝑡пс  − 𝑡ос  ) = 𝑄ТН  , 

where - the consumption of freon and network water, respectively, kg / s;𝐺хл; 𝐺св 

ℎвх.кон
хл ; ℎвых,кон

хл - freon enthalpy at the inlet and outlet of the condenser, respectively, kJ/kg; 

𝐶𝑝- heat capacity of water, kJ/kgK; 

https://www.eajournals.org/
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𝑡пс  ; 𝑡ос  - temperature of the direct and return networks, °C; 

𝑄ТН  - thermal power of the heat pump, kW. 

1.1 Finding the refrigerant flow: 

𝐺хл =
𝑄ТН  

(ℎвх.кон
хл − ℎвых,кон

хл )
  , 

 

where is the enthalpy of freon at the inlet and outlet of the condenser, respectively, kJ / 

kg;ℎвх.кон
хл ; ℎвых,кон

хл  

𝑄ТН  - thermal power of the heat pump, kW. 

1.2 Find the consumption of network water: 

𝐺св =
𝑄ТН  

𝐶𝑝 ∙ (𝑡пс  − 𝑡ос  )
  , 

𝐶𝑝- heat capacity of water, kJ/kgK; 

𝑡пс  ; 𝑡ос  - temperature of the direct and return networks, °C; 

𝑄ТН  - thermal power of the heat pump, kW. 

2. Heat balance of the subcooler: 

 

𝐺хл ∙ (ℎвх.пе
хл − ℎвых,пе

хл ) = 𝐺св ∙ 𝐶𝑝 ∙ (𝑡пс  − 𝑡ос  ) = 𝑄ТН  , 

where - the consumption of freon and network water, respectively, kg / s;𝐺хл; 𝐺св 

ℎвх.пе
хл ; ℎвых,пе

хл - freon enthalpy at the inlet and outlet of the subcooler 

respectively, kJ/kg; 

𝐶𝑝- heat capacity of water, kJ/kgK; 

𝑡пс  ; 𝑡ос  - temperature of the direct and return networks, °C; 

𝑄ТН  - thermal power of the heat pump, kW. 

2.1 Finding the refrigerant flow: 

𝐺хл =
𝑄ТН  

(ℎвх.пе
хл − ℎвых,пе

хл )
  , 

2.2 Total refrigerant consumption:𝐺хл.общ = 𝐺хл.гвс + 𝐺хл.опт 

3. Heat balance of the evaporator: 

𝐺хл ∙ (ℎвых.и
хл − ℎвх.и

хл ) = 𝐺нпи ∙ 𝐶𝑝 ∙ ∆𝑡, 

where is the flow rate of freon and the flow rate of the source of low-grade heat𝐺хл; 𝐺нпи 

respectively, kg/s; 

ℎвых.и
хл  , ℎвх.и

хл  - freon enthalpy at the inlet and outlet of the evaporator, respectively, kJ/kg; 

𝐶𝑝- heat capacity of water, kJ/kgK; 

∆𝑡- temperature head of the evaporator,, °С; 

3.1 Find the flow rate of the coolant low-grade heat: 

𝐺нпи =
𝐺хл ∙ (ℎвых.и

хл − ℎкон.пр.расш
хл )

𝐶𝑝 ∙ ∆𝑡
 , 

where𝐺хл - freon consumption, kg/s; 

ℎвых.и
хл  , ℎкон.пр.расш

хл - freon enthalpy at the outlet of the evaporator and at the end 

expansion process, respectively, kJ/kg; 

𝐶𝑝- heat capacity of water, kJ/kgK; 

∆𝑡- temperature head of the evaporator,, °С; 

4. Electric power spent on the compressor drive: 

https://www.eajournals.org/
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𝑁э
к =

𝐺общ ∙ (ℎвх.кон
хл − ℎвых.и

хл )

𝜂𝑜𝑖
 , 

 

where𝐺общ - total freon consumption, kg/s; 

ℎвх.кон
хл  , ℎвых.и

хл  - freon enthalpy at the outlet of the evaporator and at the end of the expansion 

process, respectively, kJ/kg; 

𝜂𝑜𝑖- indicator efficiency of the compressor. 

5. Heat conversion coefficient: 

𝜑 =
𝑄ТН  

𝑁э
к

 , 

where is the thermal power of the heat pump, kW.𝑄ТН   

𝑁э
к- Electric power spent on the compressor drive, kW. 
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